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A B S T R A C T

Polymetallic nodules provide an alternative source of valuable metals. Nodules from the seabed of the Clarion
Clipperton Zone (CCZ), a prospective mining area, are typically abundant at depths of around 5 km. Mining these
nodules comprises excavation or pick-up of nodules and hydraulic transport of nodules from the seafloor to the
surface. The particle size distribution of the nodules, an important design parameter, will change during transport
under influence of different processes. One of these processes is impact fragmentation, especially occurring in
centrifugal pumps. Recent research has led to improved understanding of impact fragmentation of polymetallic
nodules, but quantification of the degradation process still is an open question due to scarcity of breakage data. In
this paper we present a detailed analysis of nodule strengths and stresses occurring during impact and we propose
an impact fragmentation model based on limited breakage data. The model is compared with the experiments and
we comment on application of this model in engineering practice.
1. Introduction

Deep sea polymetallic nodules are recognized as a viable alternative
source of raw materials due to their high grades of metals. These deposits
are typically located at water depths up to 5 km. One of the areas of
interest is the Clarion Clipperton Zone (CCZ, Pacific Ocean, an area of
approximately 4:5 �106 km2). Mining of polymetallic nodules requires a
collector to pick up the nodules and a vertical transport system (VTS) to
transport the slurry of nodules, seabed sediments and seawater up to a
vessel at the sea surface. The VTS comprises an asesmbly of riser pipes
and pumps. Although the exact system layout may vary in the choice of
pumping technology (e.g. positive displacement pumps, airlift technol-
ogy or centrifugal pumps), the basic principle remains the same. Each
technology has its constraints and specific features. Centrifugal pump
technology prevails for its robustness and ability to handle a wide variety
of slurries without the need of pre-sizing the solid fraction, but on the
contrary their delivered pressure is not as high as would be possible for
positive displacement pumps. A riser assembly with centrifugal pump
booster stations would therefore require more components, but comes
with much flexibility in handling slurries.

Modeling nodule degradation in an early stage is required to carefully
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design the mining equipment and operation. Degradation directly relates
to the volume of recoverable ore delivered at the surface since fine-
grained nodule grit smaller than 8 μm technically cannot be recovered
and eventually must be discharged. Furthermore the particle size distri-
bution of fines is an important parameter for modeling the dispersion in
the marine environment and assessing impact on marine biota.

The mining process causes the polymetallic nodules to be reduced in
size due to abrasion, chipping, attrition and impact fragmentation,
depending on the nature and magnitude of the forces on the nodules [1,
2]. The forces on the nodules (both direction andmagnitude) are dictated
by the combined effect of nodule properties(mass, size, shape) and the
properties of the slurry, and as such the local flow conditions will
determine the degradation mechanism. The total change in particle size
distrbution during transport is a result from a combination of different
degradation processes.

Multiphase flows of (highly inert) particles in seawater exhibit
different flow regimes, depending on the transport pipe orientation and
the amount of turbulent energy in the flow (related to the mixture ve-
locity). In de Hoog et al. [3] we take a macroscopic perspective to
degradation by abrasion and attrition and we explain how different flow
regimes are related to the degradation processes. In the jumper hose
connecting the seafloor mining tool and the riser, a sliding bed of nodules
com (E. de Hoog).
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Nomenclature

α Mass fraction, parameter in the breakage model [� ]
B Breakage matrix [� ]
d Particle diameter [m]
dm Mean particle diameter [m]
ε Relative error [� ]
f1 Breakage matrix entry: relative mass fraction remaining

in original size class [� ]
f2 Breakage matrix entry: relative mass fraction moving to

first sub-size class [� ]
f3 Breakage matrix entry: remaining relative mass fraction

[� ]
Fc Compression force [N]
g Gravitational acceleration [m=s2 ]
N Number of impacts [� ]
SD Standard Deviation of tensile strength [N= mm2]
σt Tensile strength [N=m2]
v Impact velocity [m=s ]
x0 Initial mass fractions in particle size distribution [� ]
xN Mass fractions in particle size distribution after N

impacts [� ]
CCZ Clarion Clipperton Zone
PSD Particle Size Distribution
UCS Unconfined Compressive Strength
VTS Vertical Transport System
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develops. This sliding bed is associated with large shear forces between
the nodules, causing abrasion and chipping, and minor impact between
nodules due to saltation. Vlasak et al. [4]; Ravelet et al. [5]; de Hoog et al.
[6] extensively discuss stratified coarse particulate slurries in horizontal
and inclined pipes and Worster and Denny [7] were one of the first to
present an empirical equation for the degradation of coal slurries in
horizontal transport. de Hoog et al. [3] conducted abrasion experiments
on submerged CCZ polymetallic nodules to quantify the degradation due
to shear forces on the nodule.

When the slurry enters the riser, the mixture will flow almost
perfectly vertical [8], and the degradation of the nodules is dominated by
abrasion and attrition/chipping. As explained in de Hoog et al. [3]
abrasion will occur by nodules sliding along the riser segments when
being close to the wall and degradation by particle-particle interaction
(collisions) will prevail in the core of the mixture, resulting in chippin-
g/attrition. de Hoog et al. [3] presents fluidization experiments with CCZ
nodules to mimic the long distance vertical transport, and we discuss how
random, complex particle interactions during transport will change the
particle size distribution by minor impacts (combined chipping and
attrition).

Impact fragmentation of CCZ polymetallic nodules was studied
experimentally by Van Wijk et al. [9]; in which the focus was on indi-
vidual nodules colliding with a centrifugal pump impeller. They found
that the ambient pressure is of no significant importance to the impact
fragmentation process, but impact velocity and particle size are. These
experiments indicated that a more detailed look at nodule strength in
relation to typical impact velocities is necessary to quantify the effect of
impact on the particle size distribution.

Long distance transport of coal slurries has got much attention in the
1970’s and 1980’s. The important role of centrifugal pumps in the
breakage of coal has been identified by amongst others Shook et al. [10]
and, Gilles et al. [11]. Wilson and Addie [12] proposed a relation be-
tween the size reduction of solid particles and the number of passages of
these particles through a centrifugal slurry pump. A different approach is
followed by Pitchumani et al. [13] and Pitchumani et al. [14]; whomodel
exponential decay of the mass fraction of a species remaining in its
2

original size class, supported by experiments. Chapelle et al. [15] and
Chapelle et al. [16] study particle degradation by impact fracturing and
particle attrition during pneumatic conveying. They arrive at a predictive
model for the particle size distribution after a degradation event by
following each particle size class, i.e. by quantifying which fraction of a
specific size class is redistributed to all smaller size classes. This approach
is very comprehensive but it requires massive amounts of data (on each
specific size class), which for polymetallic nodules are not available.

Although particle breakage modeling is common in many industries
including the mining industry, it is not trivial for polymetallic nodules
since there is only very limited data available on their mechanical
properties and behaviour under mechanical loads. Building on the
experimental work and recommendations published in Van Wijk et al.
[9]; in this article we explore predictive modelling of polymetallic nodule
degradation under repeated impact loads with only limited data. We take
the model framework of Chapelle et al. [15] and work towards a multiple
parameter redistribution model.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Determination of nodule mechanical properties

Fragmentation of a nodule is related to nodule mechanical properties
and to the ambient conditions in which the nodule is subjected to frag-
mentation. In Van Wijk et al. [9] it was described how the typical reac-
tion time of a nodule can be related to the typical timescales of the flow
field in which the nodule moves. Since the nodule inertia reduces with
reducing diameter, the smaller nodules or fragments tend to follow any
change in flow directionmore easily than the larger nodules, hence it was
concluded that the smaller the nodules are less likely to be engaged in a
fragmentation event during transport.

Next to the ambient conditions, mechanical properties play a role.
Dreiseitl [17] presents the unaxial compressive strength (UCS) of CCZ
nodules (in total 256 nodules were tested) in the range 0 < d < 100 mm,
which shows a decreasing nodule strength with increasing nodule size.
He does not describe the failure mechanism or the test method. Zenhorst
[18] found a similar trend during slow compression tests of CCZ nodules
in the range 11 < d < 30 mm, using a Zwick-Roell Z100 with a 100 kN
load cell and a compression rate of 25 mm=min. The reported nodule
strength was significantly smaller than those found by Dreiseitl. In Zen-
horst’s experiments the nodules were completely water saturated under
atmospheric pressure. No clear cracks occurred, the nodules merely were
crumbled.

We conducted additional experiments on water saturated CCZ nod-
ules with an average wet density of ρs ¼ 1677 kg=m3(dry density of ρs ¼
1127 kg=m3) in the size range 16 < d � 90mm to verify the order of
magnitude of nodule strengths and the failure mechanism under
compression. The slow compression tests were conducted on a Toni
Technik 1544 test bench with a 0� 50 kN sensor. We have tested 4
nodules in the 16 < d � 22:4 mm class, 10 nodules in the 22:4 < d �
31 mm class, 7 nodules in the 31 < d � 45 mm class, 11 nodules in the
45 < d � 70 mmclass and one nodule in both the 70 < d � 80 mm and
d > 80 mm classes.

Since in a UCS test the sample fails by tensile stresses, we compare the
data based on tensile stress. We use the relation of Hiramatsu and Oka
[19] to relate the tensile stress σt to the compression force Fc and nodule
diameter d (assuming a spherical nodule):

σt ¼ 0:7 � 4 �Fc

π � d2 (1)

2.2. Impact fragmentation mechanism and measurements

It is the combination of nodule strength and external forces that de-
termines whether a nodule breaks upon collision. We measured impact
forces on nodules under impact with a flat steel plate. During a sub-
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merged collision, the nodule would have to push aside a water film when
close to the plate. We have put a few millimeters of water on top of the
plate to mimic this effect, but note that application of only a film could
underestimate the total inertia of the water. Application of more water
however would have compromised the impact velocity. Fig. 1 shows a
typical impact event, just before the particle breaks, together with a
schematic layout of the test setup. The steel plate is mounted on a load
cell make H3–C3–3B with ranges up to 25 kg and 50 kg respectively, both
with an error of 0:02 % full scale, for measuring the impact load in time.
From the time recording of the impact we take the peak-load as decisive
for fragmentation.

Following the process of Fig. 1, 25 kg of nodules has been subjected to
impact fragmentation at impact velocities of 4,6 and 8 m/s. Nodules are
dropped from a predetermined height href , resulting in an impact velocity
v ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2 � g � href
p

(neglecting drag during the drop). The load measured
with the load cell translates into an impact force by multiplication with g.
The peak-forces are converted to a peak-stress by Equation (1).

3. Impact fragmentation model

Looking at the breakagemechanism of a nodule, it is seen that after an
impact a certain fraction of the original material remains in the original
size class. A significant fraction moves to the first and sometimes second
subclasses, while the remaining chips and debris are distributed over the
Fig. 1. The impact test setup consisting of a steel plate with loadcell. The impact is
tion event.

3

remaining classes. In Section 4.2 we put forward the idea of a lower size-
limit of nodules being susceptible to impact fragmentation. In Van Wijk
et al. [9] it was described how an ultimate lower size-limit relates to the
reaction time of a submerged nodule that is forced by flow through a
pump-pipeline system. When the nodule has a size in the order of several
hundreds of micrometers, it is able to follow changes in flow direction
almost instantaneously, thus avoiding any impact. The data in our earlier
work suggest a relation between impact velocity and the lower size limit
as well. The lower size-limit in this work is larger than the limit based on
nodule inertia, because now we also acknowledge the fact that the
necessary conditions for fragmentation are the occurrence of impact and
the associated stress exceeding the nodule strength, all being a function
of nodule size (and influenced by the nodule strength, but this is outside
the scope of current research). We propose a fragmentation model that
takes into account a lower size-limit, reflecting the insights from our
experimental work, which comes with the benefit of not having to
identify all elements in the breakage matrix.

We propose a mass redistribution model relating the mass fractions
before collision x0 with the mass fractions after collision x1 based on
Chapelle et al. [15]; i.e. B � x0 ¼ x1, but now with a sparse breakage
matrix B with the entries defined by three empirical parameters. In the
model, xi;N is the mass fraction of material in size class i out of a total of k
classes (defined from large to small) after N impacts. f1 is the relative
amount of material that remains in the original size class after an impact
measured in time, the peak-force is taken as representative for the fragmenta-
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event, f2 the relative amount of material that moves into the first subclass
and f3 is the remainder that is distributed over the third to the last sub-
class. The factors should satisfy the condition f1 þ f2 þ f3 ¼ 1 with f1; f2;
f3 � 0.

The precise distribution of the remainder f3 determines the predicted
production of finer fractions. In our experimental work we have observed
that the debris tend to accumulate in the 16 < dm < 32 mmclass (the
third class in our PSD) after multiple impacts at different velocities. This
means that in our experiments only the first two size classes were
involved in the fragmentation process. For the distribution of f3 over the
third to last size class, we assume that the bulk of f3(fraction α) remains in
the third size class, while a smaller part (ð1 � αÞ) of f3 is distributed
equally over all smaller size classes. The resulting model:

2
6666664

f1 0 0 0 0 … 0
f2 f1 0 0 0 … 0

α � f3 f2 þα � f3 1 0 0 … 0
ð1�αÞ � f3=ðk� 3Þ ð1�αÞ � f3=ðk�3Þ 0 1 0 … 0

7
ð1�αÞ � f3=ðk� 3Þ ð1�αÞ � f3=ðk�3Þ 0 0 0 … 1

3
7777775
�

2
6666664

x1;0
x2;0
x3;0
x4;0
⋮
xk;0

3
7777775
¼

2
6666664

x1;1
x2;1
x3;1
x4;1
⋮
xk;1

3
7777775

(2)

Equation (2) is of general use in the sense that it considers the size
classes that are dominant in the fragmentation process, and the factors
and α could be calibrated to the size classes of interest. Variability in
nodule properties will inherently lead to variation in the calibration
parameters and might require extension of the breakage matrix with new
entries up to the last size class that is subjected to fragmentation.

4. Results

4.1. Nodule mechanical properties

The results of our UCS tests are shown in Fig. 2 together with the data
of Dreiseitl [17] and Zenhorst [18]. We show the mean of our data per
size class together with the range of results (min,max). The standard
deviations as calculated from the data are SD ¼ 0:73 N=mm2 for the 4
nodules in the 16 < d � 22:4 mmclass, SD ¼ 0:25 N=mm2 for the 10
nodules in the 22:4 < d � 31 mm class, SD ¼ 0:10 N=mm2 for the 7
nodules in the 31 < d � 45 mmclass and SD ¼ 0:045 N=mm2 for the 11
nodules in the 45 < d � 70 mm class.
Fig. 2. Nodule strength as a function of nodule diameter as found by Dreiseitl
[17]; Zenhorst [18] and tests by the authors. Nodule strength decreases with
increasing nodule size. The current tests and the work of Zenhorst are in line,
while Dreiseitl finds significantly higher strengths.

4

4.2. Impact measurements

Fig. 3 shows the peak-impact forces as a function of diameter for the
different impact velocities. The peak forces progressively increase with
increasing particle size since F∝m∝d3 and increases with increasing
impact velocity since F∝m � v.

The resulting stresses at impact are shown in Fig. 4. Note that σ∝d3=
d2 ¼ d. We have plotted the measuredmean nodule strengths in the same
figure. As can be seen, only the larger nodules at high impact velocities
should be subjected to fragmentation. In the experiments we have
observed fragmentation of somewhat smaller nodules as well, which can
be related to internal fractures in the nodules and the variation in nodule
properties, but in general for impact velocities up to v ¼ 8 m=swe did not
observe fragmentation for dm < 30 mm. We observed chipping in the size
range 30 < dm < 60 mm and we observed fragmentation for the size class
dm > 60 mm. In our earlier work related to these impact experiments [9]
we already observed accumulation of material in the
32 < dm < 64 mmsize class with only minor amounts of debris moving
into the smaller classes. These observations together with the decreasing
peak-stress and increasing nodule strength with decreasing particle size
suggest the existence of a lower limit in particle size of nodules being
susceptible to impact fragmentation under constant impact velocity.
4.3. Application of the fragmentation model

Using Equation (2) for engineering purposes requires calibration of
the breakage matrix B. The model will be validated with the atmospheric
pressure experiments as described in Van Wijk et al. [9].

The largest size class in the experiments is 128 mm � d � 64 mm. We
use the data of the single impact experiments at v ¼ 4 m=s, v ¼ 6 m=sand
v ¼ 8 m=s [9] to estimate the factors f1; f2; f3 and α. We use the data of
the repeated impact experiments (up to N ¼ 3) at v ¼ 4 m=sto investi-
gate whether the sparse breakage matrix is sufficient for a first estimation
of impact fragmentation.

The factor f1 directly follows from the ratio between the mass frac-
tions in the largest size class before and after collision, e.g. f1 ¼ x1;0=x1;1.
The factors f2 and f3are then calibrated to the single impact experiment.
As an initial estimate, α ¼ 0:8 is chosen for all calculations. The accuracy
of this calibration will be in the order of the standard deviation of the
nodule strength. For the size classes at hand (16 < d � 32 mm, 32 < d �
64 mm and 64 < d � 128 mm) we estimate the error in the order of the
Fig. 3. Impact peak force at impact with v ¼ 4,6 and 8 m/s. The force pro-
gressively increases with increasing diameter and it slightly increases with
increasing impact velocity.



Fig. 4. The forces from Fig. 3 are converted to impact peak stress at different
impact velocities, shown against nodule diameter, together with the nodule
strengths as discussed in Section 2.1. The data suggests a lower limit of nodule
diameter for susceptibility to impact fragmentation.
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standard deviation, e.g. εi ¼ SDi=σt;i with i the size class.
Using the data from Section 4.1 by matching the measured sizes

classes to the classes of interest in the calibration data, we arrive at a
relative accuracy of ε ¼ 0:43 for 45 < d � 70 mm, which we will use as
an estimate for the accuracy of f1, ε ¼ 0:40for 31 < d � 45 mm, which is
indicative for the accuracy in f2 and ε ¼ 0:76for 22:4 < d � 31 mm
which is indicative for the accuracy of f3.

The particle size distributions in these experiments have twelve size
classes, i.e. k ¼ 12. The resulting calibration parameters based on the
single impact experiments are shown in Table 1. Application of these
parameters in Equation (2) for the simulation of the single impact ex-
periments is shown in Fig. 5. The breakage matrix entries can be seen to
strongly dependent on impact velocity.

The next step is to use the model with f1 ¼ 0:66 ; f2 ¼ 0:29 ; f3 ¼ 0:05
and N ¼ 3 to predict the resulting particle size distribution after three
successive impacts of a batch of nodules at vs ¼ 4 m=s and compare the
results with the measured particle size distribution. Fig. 6 shows the
results. For the first size class, the model predicts x1;3 ¼ 0:18 while
x1;3 ¼ 0:14 was measured. For the second size class the model predicts
x2;3 ¼ 0:32 where x2;3 ¼ 0:34was measured. The third size class shows
x3;3 ¼ 0:37 for both the model and the experiment. The overall accuracy
is within 28 %(upper limit, found for the first size class). Note that nodule
strength is a function of size as well, which has not been taken into ac-
count here.

5. Discussion

From Section 2.1 it became clear that the strength of a nodule is a
function of nodule size. The strength decreases (regressive) with
increasing nodule size. The data from the UCS tests is in line with Zen-
horst’s findings, both with respect to strength and failure mechanism,
Table 1
Estimation of the breakage parameters in the breakage matrix of Equation (2)
based on the single impact experiments.

vs [m=s] f1[� ] f2 [� ] f3 [� ]

4 0.66 0.29 0.05
6 0.15 0.42 0.43
8 0.05 0.27 0.68

5

and it shows the same trend as Dreiseitl’s work but we found significantly
weaker nodules.

Our UCS data shows large variation in nodule strength, especially for
smaller nodules, while the nodule strength becomes more constant for
the larger nodules. It is known from inspection of many samples that
especially the larger nodules are agglomerates of smaller nodules, and
their strength is governed to a large extend by the strength of the bonds
between the smaller nodules which contain much clay minerals. Appar-
ently, this inter-nodule strength within an agglomerate is more constant
than the strength of the primary nodule material, possibly relating to the
role of the clay minerals in these agglomerates. The standard deviations
of the smaller size classes give a good indication of the natural variation
in strength of the base nodule material within one specific geographical
location, in this case the Belgian license area in the CCZ. When it comes
to impact fragmentation modelling, we believe that this natural variation
is indicative for the model accuracy.

The difference in nodule strength as found between the current work
and the results of Dreiseitl is significant over the entire range of tested
nodule sizes and it is beyond the standard deviation found in our work.
An explanation could be the different geographical origin of nodules.
Although the samples all come from the CCZ, the Polish license area
(which provided the nodules in the work of Dreiseitl) is apart from the
Belgian license area (which provided the sample used in this work) and
could result in different nodule compositions. In Van Wijk et al. [9]
single-pump passage tests are described. No significant difference in
fragmentation was found between the saturated nodules from the UK
license area and dry nodules from the Belgian license area, which does
not support geological origin as explanation, but it does not exclude this
effect. It shows the importance of testing a representative nodule sample
prior to engineering work involving nodule strength.

The impact peak force measurements in Section 2.2 have shown that
impact forces at constant impact velocity increase progressively with
increasing nodule size. Whether or not fragmentation of a nodule takes
place upon impact fully depends on the nodule strength being exceeded
by the stresses upon impact. Fragmentation consequently is a strong
function of nodule size and nodule base material properties and its
intrinsic variability.

Next to fragmentation being dependent on nodule material properties
and size, impact velocity also plays an important role as was observed
from the measurements. In our research we explored velocities between
4 � v � 8 m=s which are representative for the bulk velocity of the
nodules in a VTS, but these still could be small compared to the impact
velocities that could occur in a centrifugal pump. The possible effect is
illustrated in Van Wijk et al. [9]; who describe d � 30 mm nodules being
pumped through a centrifugal pump with suction inlet D ¼ 50 mmat
different pump speeds. In these test we found more production of finer
material, which could be a product of increased impact velocities, but we
also discussed the bias towards the production of fines due to the nature
of the test setup itself. The tests with the centrifugal pump thus was not
fully conclusive on extrapolating towards higher impact velocities. The
current model relies on the existence of a lower size limit, but it is still
unclear how strict this size limit is for impact velocities far beyond 8 m=s.

In our model we have introduced a limited set of breakage parameters
to fill the breakage matrix, relying on the observation that especially the
large nodules are subject to impact fragmentation, while the smaller
nodules tend to remain intact. The breakage parameters f1 ;f2 ;f3and α are
expected to be a function of nodule size, material and impact velocity.
The current research is limited in data, so variation of the parameters
with changing conditions beyond the current experimental conditions
can only be assessed qualitatively.

We calibrated the breakage parameters with a series of single impact
experiments and we then used the model to predict the resulting particle
size distribution after N ¼ 3 successive impacts. Comparison of the pre-
diction with the measured PSD gives confidence in the applicability of
the model for engineering calculations for our specific data set. The
current outcome is more accurate than one would expect based on the



Fig. 5. Measured and predicted particle size distributions after single impact. The model uses the calibration parameters of Table 1.
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accuracy estimation, but this can be explained by the fact that we used a
single sample of nodules for both calibration and testing.

However, when calibration parameters based on a single sample
would be used for predictions for an entire mining operation, the overall
accuracy is expected to deteriorate. We believe that the variation in
nodule strength is a good indication of the accuracy of the model. When
this is taken into account, the model can be used to calculate fragmen-
tation processes for different scenarios with varying nodule strength
(reflected by changing the parameters in the breakage matrix).

Application of this model for estimation of nodule fragmentation is
only possible when the natural variation in nodule properties is taken
into account and when calibration parameters are determined for as
realistic conditions as possible: nodule size classes at calibration should
be similar to the size classes of interest to the operation, impact velocities
during calibration should be similar to the impact velocities expected
during operation and the nodules used for calibration should have a
similar geological origin as the nodules in the prospective mining area.

The total modelling framework should therefor comprise not only the
model itself, but also a standard test for determination of calibration
parameters. This standard test should be tailored to the impact conditions
that can be expected during hydraulic transport of nodules.
6

6. Conclusions and recommendations

We measured the unconfined compressive strength of polymetallic
nodules from the Belgian license area in the Clarion Clipperton Zone. The
nodule diameters were in the range 16 < d < 90 mm. We measured a
decreasing tensile strength with increasing particle size, withmore than a
factor ten difference in tensile strength between the largest and smallest
nodules. We observed a more than ten times larger standard deviation for
the nodules in the smallest size class compared to the nodules in the
largest class of which we had a sample of more than one nodule
(SD ¼ 0:73 N=mm2 for the 4 nodules in the 16 < d � 22:4 mm class
compared to SD ¼ 0:045 N=mm2 for the 11 nodules in the
45 < d � 70 mm).

We measured the particle size distributions of the nodules after
impact with a flat, steel plate with a water film on top of it. We exposed
the water-saturated nodules to impacts with v ¼ 4; 6;8 m=s and
measured the peak-stress at impact as a function of nodule diameter and
impact velocity. We observed chipping (i.e. small debris, but the main
nodule remains intact) in the size range 30 < dm < 60 mm and we
observed full fragmentation for the size class dm > 60 mm. Below dm ¼
30 mm we did not observe any significant damage. Comparing the peak



Fig. 6. Model prediction using f1 ¼ 0:66; f2 ¼ 0:29; f3 ¼ 0:05 for N ¼ 3 colli-
sions compared with the particle size distributions as measured for a batch of
CCZ nodules under three successive impacts at v ¼ 4 m=s.
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impact stresses with the measured nodule tensile strength, we can
conclude that there is a lower limit in particle size for the nodules being
susceptible to impact fragmentation under the investigated conditions.

The above conclusions support the use of a breakage model for
repeated impact events using a sparse breakage matrix. We calibrated the
model, which has four parameters with the results of single impact
measurements and we applied the model to compare the outcome with a
repeated impact fragmentation experiment. The model accuracy is esti-
mated to be in the order of the standard deviation of observed nodule
strengths, since the nodule variability is dominating the uncertainty in
calibration. We observed that the model gives satisfactory results pro-
vided that calibration is done with nodules that are representing the
nodules of interest to the operation. The model accuracy thus is a strong
function of nodule diameter and nodule mechanical properties.

The model is useful for engineering calculations in which the natural
nodule variability is taken into account by having different scenarios for
the fragmentation process. It is recommended to incorporate the vari-
ability in nodule strength, as measured from a representative batch, in
the calibration parameters to arrive at the different calculation scenarios.

Nodule degradation in general is not only caused by impact events,
but also by abrasion and attrition/chipping. The different flow regimes
occurring during hydraulic transport give rise to these different degra-
dationmechanisms. The fragmentation model presented in this work is to
be considered in a wider framework in which all aspects of degradation
are covered. In this way, one can calculate the resulting particle size
distributions during a mining operation.
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